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intelligent thought in the near future. It's just a question of
what and when... The machines may be pure silicon,
quantum computers or hybrid combinations of
manufactured components and neural tissue. As for the
date, expect great things to happen within this century.

Abstract- Analyzed artificial intelligence is a wakeup call
for our pot rail towards an agent as the present day slave
towards our future master. An agent design represent the
present world which runs behind success rather than
sustainability hence winning is the only option out of which
programming an agent have been done without the concern of
others. Hence my ethical implementation runs through in
developing an agent towards neither a slave nor a master but a
friend with qualities of empathy. Hence we need to go back to
the past where people have high level of thinking with
unimaginable inventions and innovations but with a great
empathetically heart who doesn’t compromise on the
destruction of either the human or to the nature.

There are many different approaches to Artificial
Intelligence, none of which are either completely right or
wrong. Some are obviously more suited than others in
some cases, but any working alternative can be defended.
Over the years, trends have emerged based on the state of
mind of influential researchers, funding opportunities as
well as available computer hardware. Over the past five
decades, AI research has mostly been focusing on solving
specific problems. Numerous solutions have been devised
and improved to do so efficiently and reliably. This
explains why the field of Artificial Intelligence is split into
many branches, ranging from Pattern Recognition to
Artificial Life, including Evolutionary Computation and
Planning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence is a branch of Science which deals
with helping machines find solutions to complex problems
in a more human-like fashion. This generally involves
borrowing characteristics from human intelligence, and
applying them as algorithms in a computer friendly way. A
more or less flexible or efficient approach can be taken
depending on the requirements established, which
influences how artificial the intelligent behavior appears.
Computers are fundamentally well suited to performing
mechanical computations, using fixed programmed rules.
This allows artificial machines to perform simple
monotonous tasks efficiently and reliably, which humans
are ill-suited to. For more complex problems, things get
more difficult... Unlike humans, computers have trouble
understanding specific situations, and adapting to new
situations. Artificial Intelligence aims to improve machine
behavior in tackling such complex tasks.

AI is generally associated with Computer Science, but it
has many important links with other fields such as Maths,
Psychology, Cognition, Biology and Philosophy, among
many others. Our ability to combine knowledge from all
these fields will ultimately benefit our progress in the quest
of creating an intelligent artificial being. The potential
applications of Artificial Intelligence are abundant. They
stretch from the military for autonomous control and target
identification, to the entertainment industry for computer
games and robotic pets. Let’s also not forget big
establishments dealing with huge amounts of information
such as hospitals, banks and insurances, who can use AI to
predict customer behavior and detect trends. As you may
expect, the business of Artificial Intelligence is becoming
one of the major driving forces for research. With an ever
growing market to satisfy, there's plenty of room for more
personnel. So if you know what you're doing, there's plenty
of money to be made from interested big companies.

Together with this, much of AI research is allowing us to
understand our intelligent behavior. Humans have an
interesting approach to problem-solving, based on abstract
thought, high-level deliberative reasoning and pattern
recognition. Artificial Intelligence can help us understand
this process by recreating it, then potentially enabling us to
enhance it beyond our current capabilities. To date, all the
traits of human intelligence have not been captured and
applied together to spawn an intelligent artificial creature.
Currently, Artificial Intelligence rather seems to focus on
lucrative domain specific applications, which do not
necessarily require the full extent of AI capabilities. This
limit of machine intelligence is known to researchers as
narrow intelligence. There is little doubt among the
community that artificial machines will be capable of

II. RELATED WORK
Artificial intelligence is a topic which gives immense
amount of opportunities to think and to replicate in the real
world. Since there is a need of human to minimize his own
work and to do things that he can’t do because of the risk
factor that involved, he developed a replica to do these
works. The current world human have a thought of running
behind the success and not looking at the people around
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them. the inventions have been more but the care for others
A DOESN’T GET SELECTED
have gone less, the thinking of oneself has been more but
IF A<B DEFAULTLY
the thinking towards the well being of others have been
A DOESN’T GET SELECT AT ALL.
less. The thought of human is have been so high in making
V. ALGORITHM
money rather the thought must have gone in a healthier
ways to educate, peace and love. the world had made us
Function best (KB, goal, 0) returns Q1 or failure
from walking through our life to running and even flying
KB = Knowledge base
through our life. Hence the life expectancy have become
0 = current situation
less and the pressure, problems, depression, loneliness
Q1SUBST (0, A (KB))
have conquered and defeating us day by day. So the
Q2SUBST (0, B (KB))
humans don’t have anytime to spend to themselves or
Q3SUBST (0, C (KB))
towards the neighbour or concerning about nature world.
If goal is empty return 0;
Technology plays the major reason behind destruction,
If (Q1>Q2&&Q1>Q3)==goal
hatred, enemity so hence making use with the same
Q1 is selected
technology, retrieving the attitude from our past, and the
Else if (Q1>Q2&&Q1<Q3)
inventions made by them with the primary concerns
Q1 may get selected
towards only the betterment of the people and conserving
Else if (Q1<Q2)
the natural resources without destruction of the peace and
Q1 will not get selected
prosperity of the people and the place on which we live.
.A normal agent would give us such a result with its
analysis to the situation. But the proposed a get would not
III. GOAL OF PROPOSED AI
only analyze but also give the solution for the situation.
The main goal of my proposed agent is like a pet which
SOLUTION:If (Q1>Q2&&Q1>Q3)==goal
talks cares and understands what state of mind we are a
care taker has qualities of empathy (which doesn’t look for
Q1 IS SELECTED
Else if (Q1>Q2&&Q1<Q3)
its benefit).look observe retrieve apply analyze learn store
Q1 may get selected
and repeat are the step that are procedurally followed in
{
order to perform any task in the environment. Acts as an
While (Q1<Q3)
emotionally responsive agent. Fig.1. Stages of System is
{
shown in Appendix
Q1++ ;( KB->increment of positive)
LOOK->OBSERVE->RETRIEVE->APPLY->ANALYZ
Q3-- ;( KB->decrement of positive using his negatives)
E->LEARN->UPDATE->REPEAT.
}
Acts as a confidence booster the activity done by the
}
proposed agent: This agent would go in for various stages
Q1 GET SELECTED
in performing any task towards success in a ethical way.
Else if (Q1<Q2&&Q1<Q3)
Hence the following are the ways through which this
{
performing thing would be done.Any situation will be dealt
While (Q1<Q2&&Q<Q3)
with these steps in performing any task. first the agent
{
would look a situation and constantly observe the situation
Q1++;
then it would retrieve any similar event in knowledge base
Q2--;
and then it would apply things listed in knowledge base
Q3--;
then it would analyze the reaction happened after applying
Q1 GETS SELECTED.
if it has the ethical success then ok else it would learn what
So, hence the proposed agent will analyze the positives
went wrong and update itself with the analyzation then
and negative of Q1, Q2 and Q3, will not the say the result to
repeat the task till it gets the ethical success. but the
the user but will make up the user in a way that Q1 will
primary part remains that no compromising on ethical
succeed but encouraging the users positives and preaching
issues.
the negatives about Q2 and Q3 to win the situation. Hence
there is this WIN – WIN –WIN situation. Similarly, if
IV. SITUATIONAL ASSERTION
supposing an agent is always with us and satisfies what we
Preparing for an interview, he s tensed, hence the state of
want mentally will make us happy and in turn we will make
mind needs to be changed. So the agent scans his positive
our neighbors happy in turn the will make their neighbors
and negatives and match with the positive and the negative
happy .
of the competitors and scans with the positives and
SITUATIONAL ASSERTION 2:
negatives of the interviewer. he comes to a mathematical
A boy waits for her girlfriend and he want her to
calculation in percentage. A->B->C
appreciate
the work he has done. But the girl jus says
IF A>B AND A>C THEN
congrats
and
says she got work and leaves ….Function best
A GETS SELECTED
(KB,
goal,
0)
returns Q1 happy or failed happy
IF A>B BUT A<C THEN
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KB = Knowledge base
us a flow of state were we actually feel much better. Hence
0 = current situation
finding this is a challenge because this problem of
<-> means MEETS
unsatisfaction in one subconscious mind may happened a
<-->means expectation fulfilled
day back or a month or a year or even at childhood stage of
Q1SUBST (0, A (KB))
a person. So finding it would take an enormous searching
Q2SUBST (0, B (KB))
operation. (1).
Q3SUBST (0, C (KB))
Q4SUBST (0, D (KB))
Function best (KB, goal, 0) return mind creative or
Q5SUBST (0, E (KB))
destructive
Q6SUBST (0, F (KB))
KB =Knowledge Base
Q7SUBST (0, G (KB))
0=current situation
IF Q1 <->Q2 AND Q2<-->Q1Q1 FEELS HAPPY
Repeat until mind is creative
THEN
If M1 = P
Q1<->Q3 THEN Q3<->(Q4,Q5,Q6,Q7)
{
SO Q3 Q4 Q5 AND Q6 FEELS HAPPY
KB++;
IF Q1<->Q2 AND Q2</-->Q1 ((</--> means
}
expectation not fulfilled))
Else if (M1</->P)
Q1 FAILS HAPPY THEN
{
Q1</->Q3 THEN Q3</->(Q4,Q5,Q6,Q7)
KB--;
HENCE Q1,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6, FAILS HAPPY SO IT
}
MAKES A FEEL BAD INTURN AFFECTS Q3 THEN
Else if
TO Q4 AND TO Q5 AND TO Q6.THIS WILL BE A
Return 0;
CHAIN AND CREATES A FAILED HAPPY IN A
Solution:
CHAIN.
Function best (KB, goal, 0) returnsM1 search negativity
hence we have this agent scans what a wants and gives it
or failure.
emotionally and satisfies what he want and hence will make
KB is knowledge base
a failed happy to a succeed happy.
0 is current situation
If M1</->P>
DEMAND AND SUPPLY (LIMITATIONS AND
NESSACITY SUPPLY): This concept plays a key role in
Then start s’ (s’->search operation)
dealing with the situation event. Normally we don’t get
For s’ scans negativity N
satisfied with what we need and what we got.coz our need
From moment current c towards past p.
get satisfied depends upon the source were we expect.
If s’ find N between C&&P
Hence if it doesn’t come from where we need then it is not
Stop and quash N
possible to satisfy once need. So a mere replica of what we
Else return 0
expect from the source may not fullfill or satisfies but
INNOVATION ASSERTION:
There is the term called as sixth sense which could able
additional extra efforts needed too satisfy. So the
to
predict future of which could able to realize what the
limitations and the supply i.e the demand and the supply
coming scene of the future. How could that be possible? I
should be accurate.
would want to convey that humans are the best possible
SITUATIONAL ASSERTION 3
Mind plays a key role in one creation and destruction of
examples of a time machine coz they have this great
thinking which also determines the richness in thinking,
equipment to travel fast is their mind and hence so mind
quality and quantity of thinking varies with a mind which is
travels back to scene which they see in the present and
in a peace state and which surrounded with problems.
relating to the picture of an incident or a conversation with
sometimes we always wonder something always runs
a person the mind travel back to the scene that happened.
through our mind like a virus which disturbs all our
What is amazing is that mind not only brings us the picture
creation .the main issue here is that we actually don’t know
or scene but also the flavor that happened for example if we
what the problem is and we always wonder what happen to
have met an old friend after a long time and went to coffee
us wen we know there is nothing to worry but we still go
house and had a cup of coffee and chat with him for some
through a state of mind which makes us worry more by
time and left. What is interesting to note is that when we
thinking what we worry for hence this is because there may
look at the coffee house we immediately go back to that
be an instance or some thing a little which is unfulfilled in
scene of meeting our friend and having a cup of coffee and
the subconscious which is not fully satisfied or something
we also remember the conversation .the best part is that we
to which we may have compromised with so the mind
could d also remember the taste and smell of that coffee
keeps on worrying for something with no idea of what
that we shared. So how amazing is our brain. Similarly we
actually the problem is all about. this problem is solved or
also have the prediction of future .When we get a call or a
relieved when that subconscious need is satisfied under any
text message the amazing part is we could guess the person
situation. Then we kind of have a relieved state which gives
who is texting or calling to us, and sometimes we tend to
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guess what message that has been sent and also what is the
principles in reacting or monitoring or updating its
person aiming to tell us via phone .we could say this also a
knowledge base.
time machine. which is an indication to say that human can
VII. CONCLUSION
think past and future .but all humans cant and while we
could able to sense about our past but can’t predict our
To conclude I would like to pronounce the set of rules
future quickly why?.
which need to be framed for the betterment of the mankind
and nature. Framing the principles place the main role, the
principles and the rules should be balanced which our
human often fails .so the future of our world is the
emergence and widely used artificial agents so the
constraints need to be set so that the agents would have a
friendly approach and a friendly environment to move.
This friendly nature would give the humans to love, like,
share and spread peace which conserve nature and
mankind.

This is because we are all stuffed with day today
problems and our life constraints don’t give us space to
think outside our daily issues since mind takes most of its
ability to concentrate on our day to day activities and if at
all we have some time we take those precious energy to
think for our future or worry about our past. And the
commitment we have like family relationships friendship
work place makes a constant connectivity from dawn to
dusk. So if we want to attain such kinds of sixth scene there
are two ways one is break all the connectivity or never
worry for those connective parameters. If that happens the
mind is free and so the thinking about prediction becomes
very intense and we could able to achieve such status.
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Appendix
Fig.1.Stages of System

Hence in order to apply the principle towards the success
without compromising the ethical issues one should be like
Rama the righteous king who follows the rules as well as
the principles that hold the key for humanity. The above
example states the different ways by which human exits
dealing with the rules and the principles, hence by stating
the issues concerning towards the safety and the security of
the human and nature an universal law for artificial agent
have to be proclaimed towards following rules and

LOOK
OBSERVE
RETRIEVE
APPLY
ANALYZE
LEARN
REPEAT
UPDATE
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Fig.2. Principles and Rules of the system
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